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High speed doors for ATEX environments

Self repairing  high speed roll up door ALUMINA, with anodized aluminium frames
and electronic inverter control box,
optical encoder for curtain movement position 

Flexible swing door with 220V monophase automation

Production and sale
Flexibility and adaptability to customers’ needs

Logistics and assistance service
Product reliability and delivery punctuality
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PORTE INDUSTRIALI

Nice to meet you!

Product reliability and delivery punctuality because our 

company is made up of motivated people, in order to offer the best 

reliable product, easy and fast to assemble, with prompt delivery.

Logistics and assistance service because we have a 

warehouse with lots of equipment for the maintenance or 

manufacture of industrial doors.

Flexibility and adaptability to customers’ needs in order to 

design and manufacture high speed doors for every sector: logistic 

sector, industrial sector, commercial activities, health environments, 

food or ATEX sectors.Production and sale of a complete range of high speed doors: 

roll up doors, self repairing or special for the food industry or 

ATEX environments, high speed fold up doors, fl exible curtains 

or fl exible swing doors.

Since 1983 our company has been manufacturing high speed doors, offering a wide range of high quality products, simple 

to install, reliable and long lasting and always delivered on time.

Our company has great goals, fi rst of all we want to be innovative, develop and present new models of our products to 

became the excellence on the market.

We are well-known and appreciated for the following features:
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StripGO Flexible strip curtains
The ideal cheapest doors to separate working areas  
(as an acoustic and thermal barrier) and close passageways

They are equipped with upper fixed or fast hooking holders.
The curtain is made of transparent (colored on request) extruded PVC strips with anti-cut rounded borders available in various 
dimensions based on curtain size and transit area.

MAIN FEATURES

Upper support
180° oscillating support for wall or roof mounting. Available in standard Galvanized or Stainless 

Steel / INOX AISI 304.

Flexible strips

Transparent transparent PVC strips suitable to both normal - low temperature (up to -25°). 

Available versions on request for special colored opaque PVC (such as barriers to prevent the 

passage of UV sunlight). 

The overlap of the strips may be partially or totally.

Certification UNI EN13241-1 EC Certified
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